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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
515th meeting of the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs-
Brussels,  2  May  1978 
Mr K.B.  ANDERSEN 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the  Kingdom  of Denmark 
551/e,''lc  (Presse  58\  ner/DJ,l1 2. v. 78 
- 2  -
The  Governments  of the  Mecter States  a~d the  Commission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
!!~tJ~ipm: 
Mr  Henri  SIMONET 
Denmark:  ..,.  -
Ir.~r  K.B.  ANDERSEN 
N~ Niels  ERSB¢11 
9:~~~: 
k~ .Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Otto  Graf LAMBSDORFF 
lYrr  IG.aus  von  DOI-lliANYI 
France:  ---
Mr  Louis  de  GUITIINGAUD 
lV'"Jr  Jean-Frengois DENIAU 
lV".ir  01  i vi  e r  S  T  IRl""'f 
Ireland:  -------
Mr  Michael  0 'K~NEDY 
Mr  Ray  BURKE 
.L~~J:.:i:: 
li1r  Angelo  SANZA 
J\flinister  for Foreign Affairs 
Thlinister  for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
~linistry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal 11Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
Federal  Minister for Economic 
Affairs 
lV"dnister  of State, 
Federal  ntinistry of Foreign Affairs 
r!linister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign  Trade 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Forei@1  Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Flinister of State, 
lflinistry of Industry,  Commerce 
and  Energy 
Deput.y·  State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  ray/DJI\·Vac  0  0 ./  •  .,  0 Nlr  Gaston  ~HORN 
Netherlands:  ____  ,__ .... __ 
Nk  C.A.  van  der KLAAUW 
IVIr  Do F.  van  der 
mr  K.H.  BEYEN 
Q£i!~£-~~~£~= 
Thlr  David  OV!EN 
lYir  Roy  JF.NKINS 
MEI 
lHr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI 
Mr  Wilhelm  HAFERJ{ANiP 
Hir  Lorenzo  NA'll_ALI 




President  of the  Government, 
Minister for Foreign  A.fft:~.irs 
nlinister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for Economic 
Affairs 
Secretary of State for  Foreign 








551  e/78  (Presse  58)  ray/DJ~!I/ac - 4- 2.V.78 
ECONOIIHC  AND  SOCIAL  SITUATION 
The  Council took note  of a  progress report from the 
Presidency on  the preparation of a  common  strategy to deal with 
the  economic  and  social situation in the  Community.  It will be 
recalled that at its April  1978  meeting in Copenhagen  the 
Europem~ Council  agreed to elaborate this  common  strategy over 
the  following three months  with a  view to finalizing it at 
its meeting in July. 
0 
0  0 
In this  context  the  Council also  took note  of the report 
on the main problems under examination by the Council meeting 
other than as  a  Foreic,-n  Affairs Council. 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  ard/J1I/pm  ...  ; ... - 5 - 2.V.78 
cm.mmN  cm:O'.'IT~.m.CIJl...L  POLICY  - FOOTV!EAR  SECTOR 
Following an  Irish reqt,_est  for the  j_ntroo.uctton  of 
quentitative restrictions on  imuorts  into Irelencl of certain 
categories of footweo.r,  tl'Je  Council  encours.ged  the  Commission 
to  continue  its talke with the  main  su:,rplier  cou..:;:'ltries  Pnd 
2.greed  to  re-e:~8.mine this request  in the light of the  outcome 
of the  teJ.ks  cncl· to  t8ke  8Xl.y  c>.'1~Jro:priate  2.ction. 
As  rege.rds  the  Germa..11.  request for  an  eno_  to the  Community 
system of  ~0rJor surveillance  of footwe2r  imnorts,  the  Council 
noteCI_  that the  purpose  of the  }Jrior 2.utomatic licences system 
w2.s  1JUrel~,r st8.:tistice.l,  th2.t  its  a;Jplice~tion shoulCI_  h2.ve 
neutre,l effect  2-s  reg2.rds  J?E~-Gterns  of tre.de  ffilO_  thO.t  the 
Cownission wonld  see~-c,  within its sphere  of  com:::etence,  to 
curb  any  2.buse s  :i_n  this  corme ction.  It a.lso noted  thClt  the 
Comm.j_ssion  vrould  shortly  :~ut  :forv-.r2rd  2.  s3rstem,  in o;le.ce  of 
the  l"lresent  one,  which woulG.  <;rovide  ste.tistical ccct2.  of the 
s8lTl.e  quality "but  vvould  not 1Je  lJgsed  on  2.  nrior  m,_-::or,1atic 
licences  system~  the  Council 
new  eystem  cct  its meeting  i::.-:_ 
the  retention of the  ·oresent 








ste.te  its views  on this 
2ccord.in;Q;l~r ::'{':reed  to 
surve j_ll2J1ce,  ')en<Hng - 6  -
Finc-J_1y,  the  Counc:'_l  he2.rd  2  stP"tement  b2r  the  GermBn 
delege,tion  on the  Conunw.'lijcy's  industrial structure  :oolic;r.  This 
st8_tement  vrc"s  followect  by  a  c1iscussion  in the  course  of which 
the  various  deJ.egations  c:r:we  the5_r initial  res.ctio~'ls  E'n.d.  under-
scored in 1)2,rticula.r  t!1e  lil!ks between this subject  anc1  the 
common  str2tegy on  the  economic  t=:nct  social si  t,_,_:::ction.  The 
Council  ir~.structed the  J?err}?.l1.ent  Representatives  Co:rn.rnittee  to 
prep.s.re,  in the  light of its discussion  ?J'ld  the  docu_J:1\e-.nts 
a.rmounced  by  the  Cornmission,  es·:)e cially on  the  ;Jolicy rep<?rC.in[{' 
B.id  grr:mted  by the  Member  St2.te s  snd  regardinp,  2.dv2nced 
te  cbnology industries,  "'- generr.l  debate  to be  held  c:.t  its 
r,,eeting in JUJ.1.e  8..Yld  whic1c.  vrould  fonn  :!X<rt  of  j.:;}>.e  ::--repe.ration 
for the  Eu_ro-ne 2.n  Council  i:..'1  Bremen  end  the  v.re ster-.::1  Su:mmi t  j_n 
· Bo!1...r.. 
551  e/78  (:i?ress  58)  E>rcVJT.:I/vjb  •• ~I  ... o - 7  - 2.V.78 
GENERAL  CONSIDERATIONS  ON  THE  PROBLEJ:vlS  OF  ENLARG~IENT 
The  Cotmcil heard a  statenent by  the President  o"Z  the 
Commission who  introduced the recent  co~nunication containing 
the Commission's general  considerctions  on  the  problems  of 
enlargement.  Following this  statement  the Council held an 
initial exchange  of views  on  this  communication~  durinc-:  which 
the different delegations  gave  their general reactions to  the 
Commission's  communication. 
After  confirming the political will which it had  already 
expressed in favour  of the accession of Greece,  Portugal and 
Spain,  the  CoQ~cil instructed the Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  make  a  more  detailed.  examination,  with the 
Co~nission,  of the  Commission's  co~nunication so  as to  enable 
it to  give  :Zurther  thought  to  the  joint consideration of the 
~roblems of  enlargement. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cou...11.cil  also  took note  oz  the  Coliii:lission' s  intention 
o:Z  submitting its opinion on Portw;al' s  application  :Zo1~ 
accession before  the  end  of l\:lay,  and  agreed to  state its 
position on  this issue at its meeting  on  6  June. 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  lcin/JM/vb  ...  / ... - 8  -
IRON  AND  STEEL  PROBLEMS 
The  Council  heard a  report by  the  Commissioner, 
Viscount DAVIGNON,  on  the negotiations with third countries 
which the  Commiseion  had  conducted  since  the last Council 
meeting in the  context of the anti-crisis arra.llgements  decideo. 
on  by  the  Council last December,  and  also  on  the  current 
nrultilateral talkso  'I'his  statement was  followed  by  a  short 
discussion during which the delegations  expressed their comments. 
The  Coun.cil  also noted  a  statement by Viscount DAVIGNON 
on  the measures  which  the  Commission  had  taken and  would  be  taking 
in regard  to  the  operation of the  internal steel ffiarket  and 
the  schedule  of work  proposed  by  the  Commission  for restructuring 
the  iron and steel industry.  After he  had given this information, 
several delegations  expressed their views  on  the questions 
raised. 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  ard/JliVac  •  ••  /  ••  0 - 9-
MARINE  POLLUTION 
Hs.ving  received  communications  from  the  French,  Gennan 
and Danish delegations,  and  recently also  from  the  Comrr~ssion, 
containing proposals  and  suggestions for combatting marine 
pollution by hydrocarbons,  the Council  referred again to its 
determination to  take all the necessary steps to  cope  with 
this thrsat,. 
It agreed to  continue its examination of these problems 
at its meetings  on  30 1-.;Iay  (Environment),  12  June  (Transport) 
and  27  Jtme  (Foreign Affairs);  the Permanent Representatives 
Conuni-t;tee  was  instructecl to  continue with the relevant technical 
prepare.tions. 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  kin/Jm/pm  •  ••  ;  0  0. - 10  - 2.V.78 
HARMONIZATION  OF  COMPA.N:f  LAW 
The  Council held a  discussion  on  the  proposal for a  4th 
Directive  on  the haroonization of  company  law  (annual accounts) 
in connection with which it dealt with four specific  problems, 
namely 
the mandatory  character o:f  the layouts  of  the  balance  sheet 
nnd  the profit and loss  acco~u1ts 
the  criteria for defininG  s~all and medium-sized  companies 
valuation  systems not  based  on historical costs 
the application of the Directive to  "holding companies". 
After noting that further consideration would  be  required 
to resolve  the  complex  issues arising in this area,  the Council 
agreed to  j_nstruct  the Pennanent Representatives Committee  to 
examine all these matters  i~ Greater detail in the light of the 
day's discussion so  that the Council  could discuss  them  at a 
forthcoming meeting. 
551  e/78  (Pre  sse  58)  kin/Jli/vb  .  ..  ; ... ~·  11  - 2.V.78 
GATT  JVIULTILATERAL  TRADE  NEGOTIATIONS  ... _  <--------
The  Council  took note  o:::  o.  progress report  1Jy  the 
Vice-President,  mr  HAFERK.41.8?:  on  the  GATT  mul  tila"Gel~al trade 
negotiations and held  a  discussion  on  the  subject during which 
members  o:f  the  Council  assessed what  had  been achieved  in the  · 
various  sectors  o:f  the negotio:l:;ions  and  stated their views. 
The  Council agreed  that it would  discuss  the  r:mtter 
further at its meeting  on  6  Jtme  next~  in prepar2.tion for the 
·:final stage  of the negotiations. 
551  e/78  (Pre sse  58)  ard/JL/vb  !1 ••  /  ••• - I  - 2.V.78 
r,TISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
B~~!i££§_~~h_Q~E~2 
The  Council decided  to  proceed with the  signinc; of  the 
supplementary Protocol to the  Agreement  establishinG  &~ 
Association between the  European Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of  Cyprus  and  the Protocol laying down  certain 
provisions relating to  trade  in agricultural products between 
the  European  Economic  Comm1..mi t;y  and  the  Republic  of Cyprus. 
These  two  Protocols lay dovm  the  arrangements for trade 
in the agricultural sector between  the  two  partners until the 
end  of  the first stage of the  Association Agreement 
(31  December  1979)  and  certain supplementary but degressive 
measures  for  1978  and  1979  in the  same  sector. 
The  sit;ning of these  t\·VO  Protocols is currently scheduled 
to  take  place  on  11  May  1978  in Brussels. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also adopted,  in the  official  lang~ages of 
the  Communities,  the  regulations 
openings  allocating and  providing for  the  administration 
of a  Communi tJr  tariff quota for liqueur wines falling within 
heading No  ex  22.05  of the  Corrunon  Customs Tariff1  originating 
in Cyprus  ( 1  Illay  - 30  June  1978) ; 
opening,  allocating and  providi11g for the  administration of 
Community  tariff quotas for  sherry falling withLL heading 
No  ex  22.05  of  the  Common  Customs Tariff,  originating in 
Spain  (1  May- 31  December  1978). 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  kin/JTvl/vb  .  ..  / ... - II -
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official  lru~c~aces of the 
Communi ties  s  the Regulation  concluding the  Tre.de  Agreement 
between  the  European Economic  Community and  the People's 
Republic  of China  signed in Brussels  on  3  April  1978  (1). 
The  Council agreed  on  emergency aid  of  100f000  EUA  for 
Vietnam,  to  be  charged to Article  950  of the Budget• 
This aid,  to  be  put  into  effect through the  Food  a.YJ.d 
Agriculture  Organizatio11?  is for the  purchase  and  transport  of 
fungicides,  insecticides and  sprays to  cope  \'.fi th the  damage 
done  to  the  rice fields  b;:;r  a  large  scale  pla[:;ue  of insects. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted,  in the official  lanr::~uages of the 
Communities 1  the Directive  amending  the  Second Directive 75/319/EEC 
on  the  approximation  of provisions laid dovv:n  b~r  law~  regulation 
or administrative action relating to  proprietary medicinal 
products. 
0 
0  0 
( 1)  See Press Release  No  432/78  (Presse  40)  o·?  3  April  1978 
551  e/78  (Pre  sse  58)  kin/JU/vb  •••  / ••• - III - 2.V.78 
The  Council adopted 1  in the  official  lan~1ages of the 
Communi ties 1  the Regulation :f'ixing for 1978  Community 
quantitative  export  quotas  fo::c  ce::tain types  of  copper ash and 
residues  and  for  certain types  o£  copper 1  aluminium  m1d  lead 
waste  and  scrap. 
0 
0  0 
551  e/78  (Presse  58)  kin/JT>I/vb .;). 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
516th  meetint5  of  the  C01mcil 
- 1\griculture  -
Brussels,  8,  9,  10,  11  ro1d  12  l\'•ay  1978 
President:  Ii!r  P::>ul  Dli.LSAGf.:H, 
J.::inister  for  !\ericul  ture 
of  the  Kingdom  of  DenmP~c 
562/78  (Presse  61) - 2  - 8.V.1978 
The  Governments  of the  Member  St8tes  2nd  the  Commission  of the 
EuropeP.n  CommunitiP-s  were  represented  ns  foJlm··.rs: 
g~!g.il£!!= 
Mr  Antoine  HUN::SJJ ET 
Denmark: 
IV!r  Foul  DALSAGER 
~f:r  Hans  tlprgen  KRISTENSEN 
9:.§.!:!!!~~ : 
r.~r  Joseph  BRTL 
ifr Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
FrRnce: 
L'T  Pierre  IVJEHI\IGNERTR 
Mr  Jacques  FOHCHKR 
Irehmd: 
IV!r  Jim  GIBBONS 
1.!§.1x: 
Iii·  Giov~mni rL!!_RCORI\ 
I\'ir  Luigi  CACCHIOI,I 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  ert/KO/"c 
Vtntster for  Agri~ul~1re  ~nd SmRJl 
Firms  and  Trades 
kini·ster for  /\gricul ture 
St8.te  SecretAry, 
Niinj stry of  Agri cuJ tnre 
Federal  r·.'linister  for  AgTicul ture 
~a~ te  SecrP-tP ry, 
FederA.l  l'.'ii ni stry of  t'l.cri culture 
l,Cini-stP.r  for  r,_ .  .s;ricul ture 
Stqte  SecretAry  for  ~Griculture 
I.~inister for  !l:?;ricnl ture 
~jnister for  ~criculture 
St~·te  Secretnry for Agriculture 
I 
. • . I  • • . l!~~!EE2~£~= 
Ivir  Jer-m  HAMILIUS 
hlr  Albert  BERCHEIVJ 
Mr,  A  .P .1.  M  .M.  ven  der  S 'T'EE 
1!~i.!~Z.-~iJlg2£~ 
r::r  John  SILK  IN 
Tier  Gavin  STRANG 
Commission:  ---------
r·.":r  Finn  Olev  Gmm-:.:LA.CH 
0 
562  e/7'2·  (Presse  o1)  8rt/K0/8C 
- 3  8. v. 1 97f; 
0 
r.~inister  for  ·\gricul  ture  :::nd 
Viticulture 
State Secret2ry, 
Ninister  of Agriculture 
lr inj ster for Agricul  tur·e  end 
Fisheries 
I:·ini ster of Agriculture,  Fisheries 
::md  Food 
Fa~liementari  Secret~ry of StAte, 
kini stry of  /\gri  cu1 ture,  fi'i sheri  e:J 
anil  Food 
Vice-President 
0 - 4  - 12.V.78 
1978/1979 AGRICULTURAL  PRICES 
The  Council  arrived at overall  agreement  on  the  following points 
at the  close of its discussions  on the  Commission  proposals  on the 
fixing of agricultural prices  and  related measures  for  the  1978/1979 
marketing year,  especially agri-monetary  measures,  and  measures  for  the 
development  of the Mediterranean regions  of the Community.  The 
Italian delegation,  however,  entered  a  reservation and will announce 
its Government's  position by  17  May  at the latest. 
Agri-monetary measures 
The  Council decided 
to  fix as its objective steady  progress  towards  the abolition of 
existing monetary  compensatory  amounts  in the light of a 
satisfactory price policy  and  the  development  of  a  more  stable 
relationship between the  currencies of the Member  States of 
the  Community. 
The  representative rates are  changed  as  follows: 
+  0.,.3% -for Germany  1  DM  =  o. 293912  UA 
- 3.6%  for France  for  the 
marketing year  1978/1979  1  FF  = 0.160639  UA 
- 3.6%  for  France  for the 
marketing year  1979/1980  1  FF  = 0.154856  UA 
6%  for  Ireland  1  £  IRL  = 1.27079  UA 
5%  for Italy  100  LIT  =  o.o866551  UA. 
These  representative rates will apply  in principle  either from 
the  beginning of  each marketing year,  or from  the  time  the 
Regulation  enters  into force.  However,  some  exceptions  are  being 
made  for certain products  and  certain currencies;  as regards 
pigmeat  in particular,  the representative rate  of  1  French franc  = 
o  .. 154856  units of account  will apply  from  17  May  1978.  Thif=l  · 
Regulation is being adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  as  the  Italian reservation does  not  apply  to it. 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  kin/I{O/jp  a  e./  .. •  .. - 5  - 12.V.78 
CEREALS 
The  reference  price for bread-mrucing wheat  for the  marketing 
year 1978/1979 relates to  wheat  of minimum  bread-making quality 
(established by  the  existing machinability text  and by  the further 
criterion of the  Hagberg falling number  of  160).  The  reference 
price  for the marketing year  1978/1979 is set at  136.96  UA  per tonne. 
The  Council  took note  of the  Commission's  intention to  apply 
special intervention measures  for bread-making wheat  for at least 
three months  from  1  August  1978;  these will take  the  form of the 
purchase at  the reference  price of any  common  wheat  offered to 
the  intervention agencies  which  meets  the  minirrrum  requirements  for 
bread-making. 
The  target  price  for  durum  wheat  is set at  224.27  UA  per  tonne 
and  the  intervention price at  203.01  UA  per  tonne.  The  aid is set 
at  63  UA  per hectare  and  applies  to  the .Mezzogiorno,  the regions 
of Lazio,  Toscana  and Marche,  to  the mountain  and less  favoured 
areas  of Italy,  the  French regions  of Marseille  and  Toulouse 
and  the 
11departements 11  of Ardeehe  and  Dr8me. 
The  target price for rye is set at  155.12  UA  per tonne  and 
the intervention price at  130.25  UA  per tonne.  The  premium  for 
bread-making rye is set at 4.50  UA  per  tonne. 
The  Council  agreed  to  decide,  on  the  basis of a  Commission 
proposal,  to  maintain the  abatement  of the  levy  on  feed  grains 
imported by  sea into Italy at 3  UA  per tonne  for the marketing 
year  1978/1979. 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  kin/KO/jp  ...  / ... - 6  - 12.V.78 
The  Council noted the  Commission's  intention to  accelerate 
its study of "cereal substitutes",  including manioc,  with  a 
view to  an  early decision on  any necessary measures,  if appropriate. 
RICE 
The  intervention price is increased by  2%  to  174.98 UA  per tonne. 
The  target price is set at 301.26  UA  per tonne. 
STARCH  PRODUCTS 
Production refunds  for maize groats  and meal  and  broken rice 
used for brewing and  for quellmehl used in baking are reintroduced 
with effect  from  19  October  1977  at the request  of the interested 
party until the  end of the marketing year 1978/1979.  The  same 
time  limit is applicable to  the  production refund  for any  starch 
products used  for  brewing beer. 
Tne  Council  agreed to  take  a  decision on all the measures 
concerning starch products  before  1  January  1979. 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  kin/KO/jp  ...  / ... - 7  - 12. v. 78 
SUGAR 
The  Council  decided to increase  common.prices in the  sugar 
sector by  2%  by  fixing 
- the minimum  price for beet at  25.94  UJ'/tonne 
.. 
the intervention price for white  sugar at 33.49 UA/100  kg 
the target price for white  sugar at 35.25 UA/100  kg. 
The  other prices vdll be  adjusted accordingly. 
The  maximum  quota for the  1978/1979 marketing year is fixed 
at  127.  5~s of the basic  quota. 
The  special maximum  quota  (SMQ)  is fixed at  227.5%  of the basic 
quota for the  1978/1979  and  1979/1980 marketing years. 
National  aid in Italy will amount  to  11  UA  per tonne  of beet. 
The  quantity of beet to which this  amount  will  apply may  not  exceed  the 
quantity required to produce  1.4 million tonnes  of white  sugar. 
Quality premium 
The  Council  took note  of the  COlrunission  1 s  intention to maintain 
·for the  1978/1979  marketing year a  quality premium  of 0.60 UA  per 
~00 kg of raw sugar expressed as  white  sugar,  including sugar from 
the  FOD,  on  the  same  conditions  as in the  1977/1978  marketing year. 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  kin/KO/ad  ...  / ... - 8  - 12. v. 78 
Isoglucose 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  amendment  to Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1111/77 laying down  common  provisions for isoglucose in order to 
maintain the production levy at  5  UA/100  kg w1til  the  end  of 
the  1979/1980 marketing year. 
Guaranteed prices  for preferential sugar 
The  Council will shortly adopt  the  Commission  brief for the 
annual negotiation of the  guaranteed prices  for deliveries  of  sugar 
to be  made  duri~g the  1978/1979 marketing year from  the  ACP  countries 
in accordance  with Protocol  No  3  to the  Lome  Convention.  Preferential 
sugar from  India is also affected by this  decision. 
\ .. 
562  e/78  (Presse  61)  kin/KO/ad - 9  - 12. v. 78 
MILK  A.:."'ill  MILK  PRODUCTS 
Prices 
The  Council  agreed to  the  following prices: 
Target price for milk: 
Interventi·on prices: 
butter 
skimmed  milk  powder 
Italian cheeses 
17.70 UA  per  100 kg 
235.72  UA  per  100 kg 
95.78  UA  per  100 kg 
(in the  light of the  higher manufacturing margins) 
- Grana Padano  ( 30-60  days)  231.13  UA  per  100  kD'  -o 
Grana Padano  (6  months)  280.48  UA  per  100 kg 
- Parmigia~o Refgiano  306.03  UA  per  100 lrn-
"b 
6  months) 
The  threshold prices for milk products will  be  adjusted 
accordingly. 
The  Council  also  agreed that,  after receiving the  Opinion of 
the  European Parliament, it would  introduce  aid for private  storage 
of Provolone  cheese  at least three  months  old. 
Skimmed  milk  powder 
The  Council,  recognizing the  problems  which  continued to  prevent 
the  return to  a  balanced market  for milk  and milk products, 
decided to review the  problems in the milk sector before 
1  October  1978 
asked  the  Commission to submit  a  full report  on  these  problems  by 
1  August  1978,  accompanied by  proposals for Regulations,  if 
appropriate.  When  considering this  report  and  any  other proposals, 
the  Council  would  taJre  a  decision  on  the  Commission proposcl  for 
the  suspension of intervention for sl:immed  milk  powder  and  on  the 
level of the  co-responsibility levy to  apply from  1  October  1978. 
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Meanwhile,  the  Council  decided  to  fix the  co-responsibility levy 
for the  1978/1979 marketing year at  0.5% to  apply retrospectively 
with effect from  1  May  1978. 
Non-marketing and  beef  conversion premiums 
The  Council  agreed  to  the  following adjustments: 
the  upper limit of  120,000 kg of milk to  be  abolished; 
the ·aid for amounts  in excess  of 120,000 kg to be  set at  11  U~100-kg 
for both premiums; 
the  conversion premium  to be  fixed  at  17.5 UA/100  kg for  amounts  of 
less than  120,000 kg. 
These  premiums  will be  applicable  with effect from  the  beginning 
of the marketing year  1978/1979  and  the  increases will apply  to 
payments  made  thereafter under the non-marketing/beef  conversion 
premium  scheme  already in force. 
Between now  and  1  February  1979  the  Commission will draw up  a 
report  on the  results of premium  allocation and  may  propose  a  further 
extension if premiums  have  not  been granted for more  than 1.3 million 
head  of cattle, this being the  Commission's  original estimate,  by 
that date.  At  the  same  time,  the  f'·Juncil  will review the  amount  of 
aid. 
Premiums  will  be  financed  solely from  EAGGF  resources  and  the 
proceeds  of the  co-responsibility levy will not  be  used  for the purpose. 
\, 
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School milk 
The  Council  agreed  to  aid at  the rate of  13  U~100 kg for school 
milk but left the method  of financing  (EAGGF/co-responsibility  levy) 
to be  decided  on by Management  Committee  procedure. 
It also  agreed  to  include buttermilk,  unprocessed  cheese  and 
skimmed  milk  in the list of products  eligible for  Community  financing. 
Butter consumption aid 
The  Council 
- decided  to  abolish the limit of  56  UA/100  kg  on  aid for the  consump-
tion of butter in Member  States with effect from  1  January  1978; 
- decided  that  Community  financing of aid for butter consumption in 
the  United  Kingdom  for the  period  from  22  May  to  30  June  1978  would 
be  100%  for the_  proportion of aid not  exceeding 28  UA/100  kg  and 
25%  for the  proportion of aid  in excess  of this amount,  that for 
the period from  1  July  to  31  December  1978 it would  be  100%  for 
the  proportion of aid  not  exceeding 23  UA/100  kg  and  25%  for the 
proportion of aid in excess  of this  amount,  and  that for the  period 
from  1  January to  31  March  1979  it would  be  100%  for the proportion 
of aid not  exceeding  18  UA/100  kg  and- 25%  for the  proportion of aid 
in excess  of this  amount; 
agreed  that the  scheme  for reduced  price butter sales  to  special 
categories of consumers  (social butter)  should be  re-introduced, 
aid being fixed  at  50  UA/100  kg.  It asked  the  Commission  to  submit 
a  proposal  to it to this effect; 
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approved  the  Commission's  proposal  for making available  an additional 
50  MUA  to  finance  further measures  to  encourage butter consumption 
within the  Community  in the marketing year 1978/1979. 
It therefore  took note  of the  Commission's  intention to  grant aid 
for second-quality butter from  intervention stocks at the  rate of 
24  U.A/100_kg  for the  1978/1979 marketing year,  and  to  give the Member 
.. 
States the  alternative of disposing of butter from  intervention stocks 
and  stocks  receiving aid for private storage at a  rate of  75  UA/100  kg 
during·the  1978/1979 marketing year subject to  the fixing of a 
quantitative limit. 
Investment  aid 
The  Council  also  agreed  to  continue  examination of the  Commission 
proposal  to  suspend  aid for investment  in the milk production sector  • 
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Milk Marketing Boards 
The  Council  decided that,  after consulting the  European Parliament 
it would  adopt  the  Commission proposals for authorizing the  United 
Kingdom  to  keep  the Milk Marketing Boards  in being under  a  general 
body  of rules,  provided that certain conditions designed to  prevent 
distorti9n of competition were  fulfilled. 
Harmonization of standards for milk 
The  Council  agreed  to  take  a  decision in the  near future  on the 
harmonization of quality and health standards in order to  ensure 
free  trade in fresh milk intended for  consumption. 
Intervention stocks  of skimmed  milk powder 
The  Council  agreed to decide  to transfer 100,000 tonnes  of 
skimmed  milk powder  from  intervention stocks  elsewhere in the 
Community  to  Italy.  This  would  be  used  in animal  feed. 
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BEEF  AND  VEAL 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  following prices,  which  represent 
an  increase  of 2.5%: 
Guide  price for adult  bovines 
(live weight): 
Intervention price for adult 
bovines  (live weight): 
1,259.70  UA  per tonne 
1,133.70  UA  per tonne 
These  prices reflect the maintenance,  by nay  of derogation  from 
the  basic Regulation,  of the 90%  ratio between the  intervention 
prices  and  the  guide  price adopted for the  previous three marketing 
years. 
The  Council also agreed  to  a  relaxation of the  conditions 
governing admission  to  intervention,  or  even to  the total suspension 
of intervention purchases,  in a  Member  State or region of that Member 
State when  the market  price for  a  specific quality or qualities rose 
above  the maximum  purchase price. 
The  Council noted a  Conunission  statement that,  in view  of  the 
low average  price level in IrelaDd,  the  Commission did not  plan  to 
suspend  intervention for certain categories  of beef and veal in Irelm1d 
as long as the  average  price level in that I.Iember  State  remained  belO\'l 
85%  of the  guide  price. 
The  system of premiums  for the  birth of calves  and  the  conditions 
f.or  the  application thereof laid down  in Rec;ulation  No  620/76  were 
extended to the  1978/19{9  marketing year.  The  premium  was  fixed at 
35  UA  per calf. 
The  C01L.'1cil  also  agreed  to  continue  durinc;  the  1978/1979  marl;.eting 
year with  existing arn;_,tgements  for  the variable  premium  for  the 
slaughter of certain adult  bovine  animals. 
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PIGMEAT 
The  Council decided to fix the  basic price at  1,,2.26.04'  UA/to1me, 
representing ru1  increase  of 2%. 
The  Council 
agreed,  on  a  proposal from  the  Commission,  and after obtaining the 
Opinion of the  European Parliament,  to  reduce  the minimum  buying-in 
price for  pig carcas·es  from  85%  to- 78%;. 
noted the Commission's  intention of duly  calculating the monetaD• 
compensatOI"''J  amounts  in the  pigmeat  sect.or  on  the  basis of  78~-s  of 
the  basic  price. 
MUTTON  AND  L.AritB 
The  Council  agreed  on  the need  to  set up  an  organization of -the 
market  in mutton and  lamb.  It intends  to.  speed up  the  examination 
-
of the  Commission  proposal  and  to  study  the appropriate  policy to  be 
pursued at an early date. 
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WINE 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  followine  guide  prices for  the  various 
types  of  table  wine  for  the  period  16  December  1978  to 
15  December  1979: 
Type  of wine  1978/1979 
R  I  (UA/0/hl)  2.07 
R  II  (UA/0/hl)  2.07 
R  III  (UA/hl)  32.28 
A  I  (UA/O/hl)  1. 94 
A  II  (UA/hl)  43.02 
A  III  (UA/hl)  ~9.12 
The  Counci1 
- 8.greed  that there was  a  clear Jj n·:  ~.ctween the  improvement  of 
structures in  the wine  eector 2nd  the  need  for  8.  more  efficient 
market  regime; 
agreed  on  the  need  to  strengthen market  procedures  in the  event 
of surplus production  by,  inter Hlie,  the  balru1ced  implementation 
of  compulsory distillRtion,  tRking  into  account  the  volume  of 
alcohol  thus  produced. 
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decided  that,  if the  representr>.tive  market  pr~:ce  ::':'or  a  tJrpe  of 
table  wine  remained  below  85:  '.  of  1;te  guide  price  for  three 
consecutive weeks,  the  Council  and  the  Commission  would  adopt  the 
measures necessary to  ensure  t:·mt  the  mw:•x,:d  price  was  quickly 
estAblished at the level  correspondinz:  ·:;o,  or  ~re2ter thr.m,  the 
trigger price;  to  this end,  it would  tRke  all necessary e.ction  to 
free  the  rw.rket:  refunds  in  r·~·Jpect of exports  to  third countries, 
aid for  processing and  storing musts  anc1  grr>pe  JUlce  and,  if 
appropriate,  a  floor price  conpled with distillf'ltion (wines 
benefiting from  this 1est  oper~tion must  comply with quAlity 
criteria at least comp8rable  to  those  Adopted  for 8dmission under 
long-term storage  contracts).  If such distillation wr-ts  decined  on 
the  Council  would  fix  the  sh2re  of expendi  tu.re  devolving  on  inter-
vention agencies which  would  IJe  financed  b;y  the  Rt\GGF; 
noted  that the  Commj ssi  on  proposals  in R/  402:\·,  ~A  :c'<l  vd. thdrRwn, 
excapt  Article  6  of the  proposal  Amending  Re~ll8tion  (3~C) 
No  8.16/70; 
asked  the  Conuni ssi  on  ·[c,  :·cconsj der  the  problems  of market  ernmge-
men ts  and  to  suhmi t  further  proposals  for  structu':-al  measures not 
later than  1  August  1978; 
noted  the  Commission's  intention of  considerj_ng  appropriA.te  ways  of 
incre8.sing outlets for  wine  i.nside  Pnd  outside  the  Community. 
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FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES 
(a)  Prices for fresh fruit  and. __  Vef!eta.bl~ 
The  Council  agree  to  a  2%  increase  in the  intervention 
prices for cauliflowers,  tomntoes,  peaches,  lemons,  pears,  table 
.. grapes,  apples  (except  cider a.pples),  mrmd.a.rins  and.  sweet  orAnges 
for the  1978/1979  marketing year,  and  to the  amounts  of the 
marketing premiums for oranges,  mandarins,  clementines and.  lemong,  a 
product for which this premium  was  introduced. permanently. 
The  Council  agreed.,  after obtaining the. Opinion of  the 
European Parliament,  to  adopt  the  Commission  proposAl establishing 
on  a  permanent basis the  system  of premiums  for the  processin~ of 
lemons  into  juices and for the  sale  to  the  processing  ind.ustr~r of 
blood.  oranges wi  thd.ravm.  from  the  market. 
(b)  Producer grouns 
Additional measures  to  encourage  the  formation  of producer 
groups  in this sector will be  apulic::J.ble  for  a  ueriod  of  seven 
years.  The  application of these  mee.sures will essentially involve 
aid which will decrease  in relation to the  V8.lue  of  the  marketed. 
production  covered.  by the  nroducer group  measure  in question  • 
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( c)  Special me a. sure  s 
The  Council  agreed to  strengthen the existing measures  in 
respect  of peaches  t:md  pears  in order to  s:void  disruption of the 
market.  It therefore  agreed to modify the  system of snecific 
criteria enabling the  Commission to decl::1re  a  serious crisis 
· situation on  the  market  and  to  invoke  safet'5Ua.'rd  measures  Fnd  the 
Member  States with  an  im~ortP.nt production interest to  ~roceed 
with the  compulsory buying-in of the  products  concerned. 
These  arrangements will  ap-ply to pee.ches  throughout  the 
marketing ye2.r  and  to  summer  nears  from  1  July to  31  August. 
(d)  Processed fruit  and vegetables 
The  Council  agreed to the  grant  of  ,«  processing aid for 
peeled tomatoes,  tomato  concentrates,  tom2.to  juices,  peaches 
and  prunes. 
The  amount  of this aid will  be  fixed  in such  a  wa.y  as to 
cover the  difference  between  the  levels of the  prices of the 
preserves  produced  in the  Community  and  of those  manufactured 
in third countries,  and will be  paid to the  processor provided 
that he  pays  a  minimum  price to be  determined to the  producer of 
the  raw materials. 
The  Council will  revieYv  before  1  October  1982  the  o-perr>.tion 
of this system  on  the  bo.sis  of  a  report  drr>.vm  uu  by the  Commission 
and will decide  on  the  future  policy to  be  pursued  as  regards the 
aid  and  protection to be  accorded  these  nroducts. 
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PEAS ,  BROAD  BEANS  AND  FIELD  BEANS 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  Regulation laying down  special measures 
for peas,  broad beans  and field beans used  in the  feeding of animals. 
These measures  include  the  annual  fixing of a  threshold activating 
price for aid for a  standard quality of peas,  excluding  chick peas 
(subheading 07.05  B I  of the  CCT)  and  for broad  beans  and field beans 
(subheading 07.05  B III). 
When  the  average  world market  price  for soya cake  is lower than 
the activating price,  aid is granted for peas,  b~oad beans  and  field 
beans  harvested in the  Community  and used  in the manufacture  of animal 
feedingstuffs.  This  aid is equal to  45%  of the  difference  between 
these  two  prices. 
The  minimum  price  contained in contracts  between ma...'1.ufacturers 
and  producers is fixed at  a  level  which,  taking  into  account  market 
fluctuations  and  the transport  costs  for  the products  in question from 
the  production areas  to  the  processing areas,  enables  producers  to 
obtain a  fair return.  This  price  is fixed  at  the  same  time  and  under 
the  same  procedure  as  the  activating price. 
For  the  1973/1979 marketing year,  the  Council  agreed  to: 
a  guaranteed minimum  price  of  17.5  UA/1 00  leg  for peas,  broad  beans 
and field beans; 
a  threshold activating price of  28.5  UA/100  kc.  This  price refers 
to  soya cake  with  a  protein content  of 44%  and  a  moisture  content 
of  11%. 
'- ·  . 
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In this  co1U1ection,  the  Council  noted the  Commission's  intention 
of: 
-monitoring the  effects of this Regulation on  the  sector of  peas  for 
human  consumption and,  if it finds  that  competition is distorted 
considering what  measures might  be  taken to  correct this and if 
need be;  making  appro~riate ~roposals to  the  Council; 
- considering whether provision should  be  made  in this sector for 
monetary measures  and  for  the possibility of setting the  amount  of 
aid in advance  and,  if need  be,  of  submitting to  the  Council  by 
31  December  1978,  on  the  bas:l.s  of  ex-perience,  ~ppropriate proposals 
for the  1979/1980  marketing year. 
'· 
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DRIED  FODDER 
The  Council  adopted the  Regulation on the  common  organization of 
the market  in dried fodder.  This  new Regulation in part supersedes 
Regulation No  1067/74 concerning dehydrated fodder,  and  applies  to  the 
following products: 
•  Lucerne,  sainfoin,  clover,  lupines,  vetches  and similar fodder 
products,  artificially heat-dried,  except  hay  and  fodder kale 
and  products  containing hay;  lucerne,  sainfoin,  clover, 
lupines  and  vetches  otherwise  dried  and  ground;  (ex  12.10  B); 
'protein concentrates  obtained from  lucerne  juice  and  from 
grass  juice  (ex  23.07  C); 
•  Dehydrated potatoes  (ex 07.04  B)  and  flour,  meal  and  flakes 
of potato,  unfit for human  consumption  (ex  11.05)  are  also 
covered by  this Regulation for the  1978/1979 marketing year. 
The  main features  of this market  organization are: 
- lump-sum  aid,  uniform  in amount  throughout  the  Community,  fixed 
before  1 August  for the marketing year beginning the  following year 
with the  aim  of  improving the  supply of protein products  to  the 
Community; 
a  norm  price  for artificially heat-dried fodder  fixed  at the same 
time  at  a  level that  is fair to  producers; 
- additional aid granted for products  produced  from  fodder plants 
harvested in the  Community  when  the  norm  price  for  a  marketing year 
is higher than the  average  world market  price for artificially 
heat-dried fodder,  determined  on the basis  of the most  favourable 
purchasing conditions  on  the  world market  and  corrected if necessary 
for the  standard quality. 
This  additional aid is  equal  to a  percentage  to  be  determined  of 
\.  .... ~ ·. 
the  difference  between these  two  prices.  The  percentage  will.be 
fixed by the  Council at the  same  time  as  the norm  price  and using the 
same  procedure.  The  amount  of the  additional aid will  be  fixed  by 
the  Co~nission periodically. 
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In this  context,  the  r.ouncil  recorded  its agreement  on  the 
following prices: 
- norm  price 
- amount  of the  lump-sum  aid 
percentage to  be used to  calculate 
the  additional aid 
- lump-sum  aid for dehydrated potatoes 
Potatoes 
103  UA/t 
5 UA/t 
70%  for heat-dried 
products;  40%  for 
sun-dried products 
9.55  UA/t 
The  Council  agreed to  take  an early decision on  the  introduction 
of  a  new  market  organization for potatoes,  which would  also include 
measures  for new  potatoes. 
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OLIVE  OIL 
The  Council agreed on  the  new  arrangements  for olive oil 
comprising the  following main features: 
- application of twofold aid arrangements  (production and  consumer 
aid); 
maintenance  of the  system of production target prices,  intervention 
prices  and fixing of  a  threshold price in order to guarantee 
Community  preference; 
-
- appl'ication of a  system  of import  levies either of the  conventional 
type  or under  a  tendering procedure; 
imposition of  administrative sanctions for fai_lure  to  comply with 
the provisions; 
- recognition of producers'  groups  and their participation in market 
management. 
With  a  view to its being applied as  from  1  November  1978,  the 
Council  agreed -on  a  2%  increase in prices  in this sector,  fixing  them 
as  follows: 
production target price 
- production aid 
intervention price 
The  number of monthly  increases is fixed  at 7. 





II  II 
II  II 
The  Commission will  submit to the  Council,  by  31  October  1980,  a 
·report  on the  application of the new  arrangements  for the  common 
organization of the market  in olive oil. 
The  Council  also  agreed to apply the  criteria for the  fixing of 
production aid in such a  way  that the  aid in question would  cover the 
\.  •, 
major part of the difference  between the  production target price  and 
th~ representative market  price  and it agreed to ensure that the 
production aid granted up  to  1981/1982  was  not  less,  in terms  of 
Italian lire, than that  adopted for the  1978/1979 marketing year, 
should the  market  situation remain unchanged  over the next three 
marketing years. 
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<:o1zn.,  rape  o.nd  s1.mflower 
The  Council  n..::;reed  on  tli·::!  :i'ol1o•:-rinc;  rr·i· cs: 
i;oJ :m  and  rape 
TarC"et  price 
Basic  intervention  pri~e 
ronthly increases 
Sunflower 
Taro;et  price 
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colza oil  cru1  1;e  ronsiderecl  for  the  food  Girl  pro,:::rcuTJne,  subjer·t 
to  the needs  of the  recipient  co11ntries  and  to  t11e  rerpdrr;ments 
of the  Corrmmnity' s  de>.ccl.orv:r'Yl·~  ~"Jolicy; 
recent  develop;~;ents jn reseo..rcll  into v2.rietiec;  of  r·Q]~'.o.  see<''!.  njtJ1 
a  low erneic  aC'id  anrl  cll.J.:·osi~cwJ ... te  r:ontent  2nd  2  ili~)1  lJrotein 
content  were  be in: stuc'l.i ed; 
it intended  to  examine  the  JlO:Jsi bi1i ty of  J.r;:rin.:.~  dovrn  in  d~1e 
course  rules for  the  Cl.Tlp1j_~  .... tiol1.  of  Artir·lc:  3(6)  ot 
Rery.lation No  136/6f1/:S~·:r,  to  oil-r:al~e; 
it intended  to  stud~r the  :0n:-;sibilit~r  of  .:::;r~11"~L.1._::;  aid  for the 
de.::;erminn.tion  of mn.ize,  ex"J.ui:i.n.=~  de_:::en·,:inettioP  vJjt1ljr,  tl1e  :fr~1me­
work  of the  ste.rch  industr~.·T  o.n~l_  to  nnke  l•roro;;r•l s  tc,  th~ l;oun:·il, 
if :possible 1•efore  1  ,July  1 '172. 
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SOYA  BEANS  AND  CASTOn  SE;.;D 
The  Council  re~orded its a_::;reer:"Jfmt  on  t11e  followinc prices: 
Castor seed: 
- GU-ide  price 
- minimum  price 
Soya lJean_s: 
- guide  pri(·  e 
Lj2  UA/1 00  1::; 
40 u  A/1 oo  lee 
32  1 7  U' 11 00  k  ,.,.  -.  -rt;  .  -· L.;; 
T.he  Commission  said that  dLJ.rinc  the  1978/1979  marketin~ ye<1..r 
it would  make  a  sv.rve;y  of tlw  rffR~ts of ap:rlicntion of  the 
current system of semi-flat-rate aid  on  so;;ra  production in the 
Community;  if in the  lic;ht  of  tl1is  survey  chon2:es  in the  aid  systero 
proved necessary,  the  Commission  v10uld  take  ac:connt  o:f  the· fnc:t 
when  drawinc up  its proposals  :for  the  1979/1980 nmrketinc year. 
COTTON 
The  Council  rec:orded  it:·;  82;reement  on  2YI..J'1Jl<'.1  aid_  of 
108.70 UA/hn  for  cotton seed. 
I,INSEED 
The  Council  recorded its o..:,::ree;:1ent  on  <:'.  ::::td.c1e  rric:e  of 
32.43 UA/100  k,r:  for  J inseed. 
SILKWORI.1S 
The  Council  recorded its  rl:::rce:~'011t  on  r1m1uoJ  sjd  of  55  TJA 
ver box  of seed used. 
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TEXTILE  FLAX  AND  H:STf:P 
The  Cotmcil  Agreed  on  cd cl  2mounting  to  202.55  UA/hr,  for  textile 
flAx  and  183.96  UA/ha  for  hemp. 
On  this occasion it took note  of  the  statemPnts  by  the 
Commission,  which undertook  to  carry out  R  detai.led  study of  the 
a.dvisabili ty of measures  to  encourf-lge  Communi t~r  flax  production  Pnd 
to  promote  the use  of Community-produced  tP.xtile  flax  by  the  textjle  . 
industry,  and  would  examine  in  the  1 ight of the  experience  ga.i nP.d 
the  effects of the  present aid  systems  on  production of textile 
flRX  Rnd  the  questions arising ::ts  a  result of the  combin~'lti. on  of 
aids  in  the linseed sector. 
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SEEDS 






ex  12~01 A 
ex  12.03  C 
ex 07.05  A I 
.  ex 07.05  A III 
ex  12.03  C 
Description of  goods 
Linum usitatissimum 1. partim (textile 
flax) 
Linum usitatissimum L.  partim  (linseed) 
Cannabis  sativa (1. monoica) 
1 •  GRAMINEAE 
Arrhenatherum elatius  (1)  J.  and 
c. Presl. 
Dactylis  glomerata 1. 
Festuca arundinacea Schreb. 
Festuca ovina 1. 
Festuca pratensis Huds. 
Festuca rubra  L. 
Lolium multiflorum Lam. 
Lolium perenne  1. 
- of high persistence,  late or 
medium  late 
- new varieties  and  others 
- of low persistence,  medium  late, 
medium  early or early 
Lolium  x  Hybridum Hausskn. 
Phleum  pratense 1. 
Poa nemoralis 1. 
Poa pratensis 1. 
Poa trivialis 1. 
2.  LEGUMINOSAE 
Pisum  arvense  1 • 
Vicia faba 1. ssp.  faba var. 
equina Pers. 
Vicia faba 1. var. minor 
(Peterm.)  bull 
Medicago  sativa 1.  (ecotypes) 
Medicago  sativa L.  (varieties) 
Trifolium pratense 1. 
Trifolium repens  1. 
Trifolium repens  1. var.  giganteum 
Vicia sativa 1. 
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TOBACCO 
The  Council  recorded its 2.greement  on  the  following norm  prices, 
intervention prices and  premiums: 
Serial  Norm  Inter-
No  V a  r  i  e  t  i  e  s  Price  vent  ion  Premium 
Price 
1  Badischer  Geudertheimer  2.362  2.126  1.  617 
2  Badisoher Burley  2.823  2. 541  1.658 
3  Virgin D  2.741  2.467  1.  631 
4  Paraguay  2.101  1. 891  1.  31 5 
5  Nijkerk  2.047  1.  842  1.270 
6  Burley  (B  +  B)  2.251  2.026  1.098 
7  Misionero  1. 899  1.  709  1.  31 5 
! 
8  Philiupin  1.662  1o496  0.961 
9  Semois- 1.  992  1.793  1.141 
- ---
10  Bright  2o302  2o072  1. 327 
11  a  Burley I  1. 684  1. 516  o. 828 
11  b  Maryland  1.974  1. 777  1.039 
12  Kentucky  1. 754  1.579  o. 813 
13  Nostrru1o  1.676  1. 508  1.232 
14  Benevente.no  1. 295  1.036  C.904 
1 5  Xanti  Yaka  2.434  2. 191  1. 4q4 
16  Perustiza  2.305  2.075  1. 419 
17  Erzegovina  2.070  1. 863  1. 254 
18  Round  Tip  1  o. 856  9.770  s. 500 
19  Brasile  1.147  1.032  c.4oo 
- "--
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STRUCTURAL  POLICY  MEASURES 
Processing and  marketing  of agricultural products 
The  Council  approved certain amendments  to  the  rules  for the 
implementation in the Italian Mezzogiorno  and  the South of France  of 
Regulat~on No  355/77  on  the  improvement  of the  conditions under 
which agricultural products  are  processed and  marketed. 
·The  aim  of  the Regulation is to  give particular impetus  to the 
achievement  of the  aims  of the Regulation,  essential for these 
regions,  by  granting higher aids  and  a  higher EAGGF  participation 
level,  since the normal  conditions laid down  in the light of the 
situation throughout  the  Community  do  not  enable  the  serious 
obstacles to  any  economic  initiative in these  regions  to be 
adequately  overcome. 
The  Regulation provides that in the  case  of projects carried out 
in the  Mezzogiorno  the  financial  contribution of the beneficiary must 
be  at least  25.%  and  EAGGF  aid must  not  exceed  50%.  In the  case  of 
projects carried out in Languedoc-Roussillon the  financial 
contribution of the beneficiary must  be  at least  35%  with the  aid 
granted by  the  EAGGF  not  exceeding  357~. 
In the  case  of vrine  projects in the  Vaucluse,  Bouches-du-Rh8ne, 
Var,  ArdEwhe  and  Dr8me  departments  they shall be  dealt vd th in the 
same  way  as  projects in Languedoc-Roussillon. 
The  estimated cost  of the  common  measure  of Regulation 
No  355/77 to be  borne  by  the  EAGGF  shall be  adjusted  accordingly; 
it will thus  be  610  I.TUA,  i.e.  122  t1Ull.  per annum,  which  represents 
an increase of  210  MUA  over the  amount  initially provided. for 
in Regulation  No  355/77. 
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Furthermore,  in connection with the implementation of Regula-
tion No  355/77,  the  Commission  stated that it would  pay special 
attention to the  programmes  and  projects submitted by  the  Benelux 
countries to meet  the particular needs  which have  arisen there. 
'- ·  . 
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Conversion of vineyards  in the  km,-;Jedoc-Houssillon re ·j.on 
The  Council  recorded its ac;ree!llent  to  the  Di.rec·ti  'Je  on  thr 
programme  to accelerate the  restnr:turing ancl  conversion of vineynrrls 
in the  Lancuedor::-Roussillon  rec:ion  and  in the  Ard\che, 
Bouches-du-lTho:r' e,  Vaucluse  and  Var  Departments. 
The  aim  of  the  Directive  is to  inr:reRse  ac,-ri:-:ul tural  inr;omes 
in the  La,nguedoc-Roussillon  ret'}:ion  and  r::ertain other neighbourinc_: 
departments with similar chRr8deristir.s  throush the  collective 
improvement  of the basic  stl"'lh!tures  of the  areas  under  vine  and 
the  vine-erowing areas  to  be  converted,  thus  r:ontri  but  in::;  to  the 
modernization of farms.  This  ar:tion  is intended  to  encourage better 
quality in the  areas 1mder vines  remaininc;  ancl  to  convert  arects 
which  are not  cle8rly sui  ted  to  ·,_,ine-growinc to· other  crops;  the 
Directive lays  down  the  ter'hnical  criteria for  su'":h  action. 
To  this  end,  financial  aid with  the partieipation of the 
Guidance  Section of the  EAGGF  is  en\'isaged.  Restructurinc; wil1 
involve  aid of  2,600  UA  per her::tc.re,  35~:  of  v·rlJ:i.  ~n  will  be  borne 
by  the  EAGGF,  and  affect 66,000 hectares,  44,0(':0  of  Vlhir:h  ore  in 
Lanc;uedoe-Roussill on.  The  ··on';ersion pro  j e• :t  :i.n·.·olves  33 1 000  he,·:tFJrec-• 1 
of which  22,000  are  in La,'12:\lr:do('-nonssi11on.  'l
11H~  E:J\rrGF  will 
reimburse  35·~:  of  the  ne,,essar~·  --ost  of  -·o1ler:ti·re  irric.;ation works. 
Provision is :tlso  made  for  l"~-yment:  of  "~  :_·:r."'•.'ilw.ll~,r  d<e,::reasin~ 
conversion prernium,  for  wllid·,  "El\GGF  po.rti,·iiJotion  W!.y  n.ttain  505'. 
For both  these  o:9erations  the  o.:.~01mt  of  ex~1ePr'h t11re  e~ i,:;i ble  for 
aid  may  not  exr:eed  2 1000  UA.  J.lOY'  irri2:nted  )le,,tnre. 
The  total  estimated  eost  of tho  :·nr,•:;'On  i!lG:'sl're  to  be  horne 
·by  the  EAGGF  runomlts  to  105  · [fJ.\  .  .:  'or the  5-~re.CJr '''Ti  orl. 
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Irrigation in the M:ezzogiorno 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  to  the  Regulation on  the 
programme  for the  acceleration and  qualitative guidance  of  ~ollective 
irrigation works  in the Iviezzogiorno. 
The-aim of the  Regulation is  to  increase agricultural incomes 
in the  M:ezzogiorno  and  improve  basic agricultural structures,  thus 
contributing to  the  modernization of farms  through a  framework 
programme  and special programmes  for collective irrigation works 
using reservoirs  and  main  channels  and  introducing development  plans 
in the  irrigated areas,  while  re-orientating pr?duction to  market 
requirements. 
EAGGF  assistance shall consist of a  capital contribution of  50'/~ 
of  the  cost of carrying out  the  public hydraulic  works  within an 
area not exceeding 200,000  irrigable hectares  and  of costs per 
irrigated hectare not  exceeding 3,000  UA. 
The  EAGGF  will also  make  a  50%  contribution to  the  payment  of the 
advisory officers  responsible for advising farmers  on  the  transition 
from dry cull;ivation to  irrigated cultivation not exceeding 
12,000  UA  per officer. 
The  estimated  cost of the  action to  the  .i:!:AGGF  is  260  rilUA  over 
5  years. 
'- " . 
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Infrastructure  in certain rural  areas 
The  Council  approved  the  Regulation  on  a  com~on measure  to 
improve  public facilities  in certain rural  areas,  intended  to promote 
electrification and  the  provision  of drinking water  and  the 
setting up  of  a  farm  road  network through  Community  aid. 
Such aid  can be  given to regions  within the  meaning  of  the 
Directive  on  mountain  and hill farming  and  to other less-favoured 
areas· in Italy,  particularly the  Mez?.ogiorno,  and  in  the 
South  of France. 
The  level  of  Community  participation will be  the  same  as  that 
decided  for the  infrastructure measures  financed  under  the 
Regulation  on  the  European Regional  Fund. 
Agricultural Advisory Service  and  Afforestation 
The  Council  took note  of  the  Commission  proposal  on  the 
afforestation of  dry Mediterranean  A.reas  with  esti'nated  costs for 
the  Community  of  230  million EUA  over  5  years  and  of  the  Commission's 
intention to submit  a  proposal  on  the  estsblishment  of Agricultural 
Advisory Services  in Italy with  estimated  costs for the  Community  of 
79  million EUA  over  13  years.  The  Council  agreed  to take  a  decision 
on  these  proposals  as  part  of  the  Mediterranean  package  before 
30 September  1978. 
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PRODUCER. GROUJ,JS_  .. A.ND.  ASSOC.IATIQNS  THEREOF 
The  .Council  approved  the  Regulation concerning producer groups 
and  associations  thereof which  is aimed at remedying structural 
deficiencies as  regards  the  supply and  placing on  the  market  of 
ag~iculhral products. in certain regions·•  To  this  end,  the  purpose 
'  of the ·Regulation is  to  encourage  the  formation of producer groups 
and  associations  thereof by granting aid  towards  formation and  ., 
operation \expenses. 
'  ' 
The  Regulation applies  to  the  whole  of Italy,- the  French 
regions of Languedoc-Roussillon,  Provence-Cote  d 1Azur,  Midi-Pyrenees, 
Corsica,  Drome  and  Ardeche  and  the  FOD,  and  the  whole  of Belgium. 
However,  as  regards  the various  products  covered by  the  Regulation 
i.e. all agricultural products  and  certain processed agricultural 
products  - there is some  differentiation between the various  regions 
concerned.  Thus,  for Italy,  the  Regulation applies  to  all the 
products listed which are  produced  in that  country;  in the  case  of 
the various  French regions,  specific provision is made  for certain 
-
Mediterranean products,  particularly in the  South of France,  and 
covers  tropical fruit and  beef and veal in the  case  of the  FOD; 
cereals,  bovine  animals,  piglets and  lucerne  are  covered in the  case 
of Belgium. 
The  Regulation lays  down  detailed rules for the  formation, 
recognition and  operation of producer groups  and associations  thereof. 
The  amount  of aid granted to  producer groups will be  3?~ for the 
first year,  2%  for the  second year and  1%  for  the  third year of the 
value of the products  placed on  the  market.  It may  not  exceed  60, 
40  and  20~'a  of  the  actual formation  and  operation expenses  and  may 
not  exceed a  total of  50,000  UA.  However,  larger amounts  may  be 
f~xed temporarily  by  the  Council  for certain regions  and  products 
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where  there are  particular difficulties in adjusting to  the  economic 
conditions and  consequences  of the  common  agricultural policy. 
The  EAGGF  Guidance  Section will refund  25~;; of the  eligible 
expenditure  to  the  Member  States.  However,  the  Council may  decide  on 
Community  participation of more  than  25~b and up  to  50%  in the 
chargeable  expenditure  incurred by  the Member  States where  two-thirds 
of the  members  of the  group  or association are  located in regions 
experiencing particular difficulties  in adjusting to  the  common 
agricUltural policy. 
The  estimated total cost to  be  borne  by  the  EAGGF  Guidance 
Section is 24  r.ruA  for five years. 
It should  be  noted that prov1s10n is made  for special measures 
to  encourage  the  creation of producer groups  in the  fruit  and 
vegetables  sector  (see under that sector). 
\  . 
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DRAD'l"AGE  IN  WESTERN  IRBLAND  Al'ID  NORTHERN  IRSLAND 
The  Council  approved  the  Directive  concerning a  drainage 
programme  in disadvantaged  areas  in the  West  of Ireland.  The 
aim of this Directive  is  to  use  Communi·~y aid  to  accelerate 
drainage  work  designed  to  improve  agricultural productivity in 
thesB  areas,  thereby  increasing farm  incomes. 
The  EAGGF,  Guidance  Section,  will meet  50~'~  of eligible 
expenditure.  The  estima~ed total cost is 26  I1IUA  over a  period 
of  5  years  .. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  took note  of the  Commission's  intention of submitting 
a  proposal on  common  measures  consisting of a  joint;  programme  for the 
arterial drainage·of  cross-border catchment  areas  between  Ireland and 
Northern  Ireland,  comprising  conditions  of financing equivalent in 
the  main  co  those  decided  on  for arterial drainage  in the  programme 
for  drainQ.ge  in the  West  of Ireland,  and  foreseeing  the  participation 
of  Lhe  Guidance  Section of  the  EAGGF  in the  financing  of  this 
programme  up  to  an  amolmt  not  exceeding 8  million UA  over a  period of 
five  yeurs., 
]'Ul11'HER  STRUCT"\.JRAL  L'illASURES  IN  IRELAND 
1£he  Cow1cil  ,;oo1:  note  of the  Commission's  intention of 
submitting o-ther proposals,  at the  earliest opportunity for 
common  measures  to  improve  the  structural si·cuation of 
a.gricu1ture  in regions  in the  West  of Ireland. 
\. 
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FLOOD  PREVl!;NTION  IN  I-IER.P  .. ULT 
The  Council  noted the  Cou~ission's intention to  propose  common 
measures  involving flood prevention measures  in Bas-Herault,  with the 
participation of the  Guidance  Section of  the  EAGGF  in the  fino.ncing 
of  these  measures  up  to  an  amount  not  exceeding  10  million UA  over a 
period of five  years,  and  agreed  to  decide  on  this proposal at an 
early date. 
IRRIGATION  IN  CORSICA 
The  Council  no ted the  Conuniss ion's  in-;.;ention  to  propose  common 
measures  consisting of a  programme  for  the  acceleration of irrigation 
work  in Corsica,  comprising conditions  of  financing equivalent in the 
main  to  those  decided  on  for  the  programme  for the  acceleration of 
irrigation work  in the  I.'Iezzogiorno,  considering that this  progra.rnme 
would  be  restricted to  m1  area of  15,000 hectares  and that the 
participation of  the  Guidance  Section of the  ~AGGF in the  financing 
of this  programme  would not  exceed  15  million UA  over a  period of 
five  years.  It agreed to  decide  on this proposal  ~t an early date. 
REVISION  OF  THE  SOCIO-STRUCTURAL  DIRECTIVES 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  need  to  take  a  decision at the  earliest 
opportunity on the  Commission proposals  concerning the  revision of 
the  socio-structural Directives,  in order  to  achieve  greater 
flexibility  m1d  effectiveness in the light of the  experience  gained  • 
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FINANCIAL  QUESTIONS 
The  Council noted that the  cost  of the  price  changes  and 
market  organization measures resulting from  its decisions  and 
chargeable  to  the  EAGGF,  Guarantee  Section,  would  amount  to 
209  MEUA  for the  financial year  1978. 
The  Commission  would  in due  course  submit  to  the Budget 
Authority  the necessary adaptations  to  the  1978  budget,  taking 
account  at  the  same  time  of developments  in the short-term 
economic  situation. 
As  the total estimated cost  of the  structural measures  adopted 
at  the  same  time  as  the  1978/1979 price decisions  amounted  to 
910  MEUA  over  a  five-year  period,  the  Council  acknowledged  the need 
to make  available to  the  EAGGF  Guidance Section additional finance 
over  and  above  t_he  annual  amount  of 325  r,'!EUA  provided for in 
Article 6(5)  of Regulation No  729/70.  Taking into  account  the 
availability of  the reserve in Chapter  88  of the  EEC  Budget, 
this additional  finance  would  be  required  from  1980  onwards. 
The  Council  therefore invited the  Commission  to  submit  :·r 
proposal  as  soon  as  possible  for  increasing the  annual  appropriation 
for  the  Guidance  Section of the  EAGGF. 
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CONTINUATION  OF  THE  FINANCING  OF  CERTAIN  INDIVIDUAL  PROJECTS 
The  Council invited the  Commission to  take  the necessary steps 
to  enable measures  in the  field of production structures to  be 
financed in 1978  and  1979  under Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64 or under 
complementary  provisions yet  to  be  proposed,  and  in the case of 
the  former· to  accept  the submission of individual projects  by 
Member  States until  1  October  1978.  By  way  of derogation from 
Article. 6  of Regulation No  729/70,  financing will have  to be 
effected by recourse  to  the reserves  entered in Chapter  88  of 
the Budget  (MANSHOLD  reserve);  the  amount  to  be  used  for  such 
purposes  may  not  exceed  70  MEUA. 
In the  context  of and  complementary  to  the  arrangements under 
Regulation No  355/77 in favour of the Benelux countries,  the  Council 
noted the  Commission's  intention to  propose certain complements  to 
its  exi:~ting provi'sions  in order to be  in a  better position to 
take  account  of the particular needs  of Belgian,  Luxembourg  and 
Netherlands  agriculture  and,  when  taking the decision to  grant  EAGGF 
assistance to  these  projects,  to  take  particular account  of the 
importance  of the  problems  encountered  by  agriculture in these 
Member  States. 
\.  •. 
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The  Council  adopted,  in the official languages  c.f  tiLe 
Communities~ 
- a  Regulation  on  statistical surveys of areas 1mder nn·::s; 
a  Decision on  the financing  of the  surveys  to  be  cw·ried 
out  by  the Nlember  States  on bovine livestock. 
nr L3CELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in  thG  official  languRge~  Jf the 
Conununi ties,  Regulations 
- on  the opening,  allocation and administration of  ,\  Corrunun~ 1;y 
tariff quota for  certain eels falling within  subhe,.;ii_:"l.g 
ex  03.01  A II of  the  Comraon  Customs Tariff  (1  July  978  -
30  June  1979) i  .. -
- temporarily suspending the  autonomous  Common  Customs Tariff 
duties on  certain agricultural products. 
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The  Governments  of the  I1e!'l.ber  States  and  the  Cotrrilission 
of the  European  Communities  v.rere  renresented  F.tS  follows: 
Belgium: 
:Mr  Gaston  GEENS 
Denmark: 
I 1.~r  Knud  HEINESEN 
Ur Kurt  HANSEN 
Germany: 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
France: 
rTr  Rene  MONDRY 
Ireland: 
Nr  Tom  FITZPATRICK 
_Italy: 
r:~r  Filippo  PANDOLFI 
Minister of  Fimmce 
Minister of  Fine~_ce 
State  Secretary, 
l!finistry of Econou1ic  Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Feders.l Ministry of Economics 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
and  Finance 
Minister of  3ta.te~ 
I~inistry of Post  enCl.  Tele.<>:rB.nhs 
l~inister of the  Tree.sury 
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COidMON  STRATEGY  ON  THE  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  SITUATION 
The  Council  had  an  exchange  of  views  on  the development  of 
a  common  economic  policy strategy for the  Community  in the light 
of  the  conclusions  of  the  European  Council meeting in Copenhagen 
in April  and  with a  view  to  the  European Council  to  be  held  in 
Bremen  in July. 
Ministers noted that economic  prospects  on  present  policies 
in the  Community  as  a  whole  are less dynamic  than would  be  necessary 
to  improve  the  employment  situation.  While  the  constraints  limiting 
economic  policy measures  are  in all countries severe,  it was  agreed 
that these  constraints would  be  eased  by a  common  strategy.  The 
value  of  concerted action is that it increases substantially the 
final multiplier effects  of individual measures  and  substantially 
alleviates the  balance  of  payments  and  public finance  constraints. 
The  Council  instructed its appropriate bodies  to  continue  their 
work  in order that the next meetir::g  of Finance Ministers  in  June 
may  arrive at policy recommendations  to be  submitted  to the 
European Council. 
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LOANS  FOR  THE  PURPOSE  OF  PRmiTOTING  INVESTl'..'!ENT  V!ITHDT  THE 
.~---- --~  ···-- .. ------·----------·--·· . ·-·-------
COl\IIT<.IJUNI TY 
:8V.rther to  the  decision of 1JTinci  ple  taken by the 
Europeen  Council  on  5  and  6  December  1977  on the  crea.tion, 
on  an  eX')8rimente.l  basis,  of  a  new  lo2n  instrurnent  with  e 
view to  :rromoting  investment witbin the  Commv.J.:.it.y,  the  Counc:i.l 
exe.Jninecl  the  proposB.l  for  a.  Decision empowertne the  Commission 
to issue  such loans  aJJ.d  evolved  P.  coramon  position on this 
matter  .. 
This  common  nosHion will be  fo!'VI!e.rded  to  the  Euro'Pe8n 
Pe.rlie_rnent  in accordance  wi  t.h  the  provisions  O!l  the 
concilia.tion procedure  in orcier  to  enHble  the le.tter to  ste.te 
whether it requests  8'J}Jlication of  tha.t  procedure  to this 
text. 
ADJUSIJ:l'·.!ENT  CF  THE  HACHINF,RY  FOR  COT-i!li"'UNITY  LOANS 
After taking note  of  "'"  report  from  the  T.Tonet2.ry  Committee 
on  the  c-cdjustment  of the  L12.chinery for  Comrnunity  loans •Phich 
was  set up  by decision of the  Councj_l  on  17  Fe1Jruo.rv  1975, 
the  Council  agreed to  Cl.iscuss  this metter e.t  its next meetinc; 
on  1 9  Ju:"l.e o 
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DATE  OF  APPLICATION  OF  THE  SIXTH  VAT  DIRECTIVE 
The  Council was  infonned by  the  CoMnission of the latter's 
intention of  submitting to the  Council  very shortly a  proposal 
derogating from  the  sixth VAT  Directive  as  regards its date  of 
application. 
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r,TISCELL.A.IIffiOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Regulations 
amending the  Annex  to  ReQllation  (EEC)  No  804/68  on  the  common 
organi.zatioj,1  of the market in milk  and  milk products; 
- amending Regulation  (:;~EC)  No  804/68  concerning aid for the 
supply  of milk products  to school  children; 
amending negulation  (EJ~C)  No  1080/77  c·oncerning the  supply 
of milk  and certain n.tilk  products at reduced prices to school 
children; 
&1lending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  880/77  on  the  grc:u'lting  of a 
consuiner subsidy for butter; 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77 introducing a  system o:f 
premiums  for the non-marketing of milk  and milk products 
and  for the  convel~sion o:.:  dairy herds; 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  986/78  laying down  general 
rules  for granting aid for skirrnned  milk  a...11.d.  skimmed-milk 
powder for use  as  feed.ingstuffs; 
fixing the  basic price  D.l'1cl  the standard quality for 
slaughtered pigs  for the period  1  November  1978  to 
31  October  1979; 
on  the  comr:1on  organization of the market in dried fodder; 
fixing the flat-rate production aid and the  guide price 
for  dried fodder for the  1978/1979  marketing year; 
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- fixing the  amount  of cia. in respect  of  silkworms  for the 
1978/1979  rearing year;  . 
laying dorm  special measures  for peas  and  field.  beans used 
in the  feeding of aninmls; 
fixing for the  1978/1979  marketing year,  the  activating 
price for aid for peas  &~d field beans  and  the  minimum  price 
for these products; 
fixing certain prices  and  other  amou..~ts  ayplicable in the 
fruit  and vegetables  sector for the  1978/1979  mar!ceting year 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  laying  do~m special 
measures  ?or improving the  production and  m2,rketing of 
Community  citrus fruit  2J.1d  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  on  the 
common  organization of the market  in fruit  and vegetables; 
amendinG  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2727/75  on  the  co~non organization 
of the market  in cereals; 
amending Hegulation  ( EEC)  No  1418/76  on  the  col1lli!Ol1  organization 
of the  me.rket  in rice; 
amending Tiesulation  (EEC)  No  2742/75  on  proQuction  refunds in 
the  cereals  and  rice sectors. 
The  Council  adopted the negotiating directives  to be 
issued to  the  Commission  :':'or  negotiation of the  guaranteed 
prices for deliveries  of sugar to be  made  during the  1978/1979 
marketing year  (1  July  1978  to  30  June  1979)  by  the  ACP  States 
in accord&l.ce  with Protocol  No  3  to the  Lome  Conve~1.tion and  by 
India in accordance  with the  agreement  on  sugar concluded with 
that country. 
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Relations with Uedi  terrane  en  countries  __........._...... ....  .. ·--....... _...__  ............ ..__  ...  _..,._  ....  __ _ 
The  Council  adopted.  the  RegulP.ction  concluding  ::m  Ap:reement 
with S:nain  concerning  certP..in  cheeses  (amending the  Ap-eement 
of  5  June  1970). 
The  Council  adopted  in the  officie~ languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulations 
- e.mending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  471/76  as  regards the  nerioc1 
of  suspension of the  an~lication of the  condition on  nrices 
governing the  importB.tion into the  Community  of fresh lemons 
originating in certa.in Mediterrane:::m  countries~ 
opening,  allocating and  providing for the  administra.tion of 
Community tariff quotas for  certa.in wines  having  8.  rep:istered 
designe.tion of origin,  faJ.ling within  subheac1ing ex 22.05  C 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating in Algeria 
(1978/1979) ~ 
on the  allocB.tion  of  a  Cow..mtmity  quota for wj_ne  of fresb 
grapes,  intended to be  fortified for c1istillation, 
originat"ing in Algeria  (1978/1979); 
- opening,  allocating and  providing- for the  administra.tion  of 
a  Community t2riff quotr:t.  fo:::- e:rricot  "DUln  falling within 
subheading ex 20.06  B  II  c)  1  aa)  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff,  originating in Turkey. 
The  Council  also  adopted,  in the  officia.l languages  of 
the  Communi ties,  the  Reguls.tion  on  the  conclusion of the 
Additional Protocol to  the  Agreement  ests.blishing  211 
Association between the  Euro~)02.n Economic  Communit3r  a.nd  Greece 
consequent  on the  accession of nev'll  r~ember Sta.tes  to  the 
Community. 
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In addition,  the  Council  adopted the Decision authorizing 
the  Commission to  open negotiations for the  conclusion of 
agreements  extending the  Interim Agreements  between the European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Maghreb  and Mashreq  countries. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities,  the Directive  on the harmonization  of provisions 
laid down  by  law,  regulation or administrative action concerning 
deferred payment  of  import  duties  or export  duties. 
0 
0  0 
Acting  on  a  proposal from  the  German  Government,  the 
Council  appointed Mr  SCHOLZ,  !\'Iinisterialrat in the Hinistr:r 
of the  Interior of the  State  of Bavaria,  alternate member  of the 
Advisory  Committee  on  Medical  Training to replace Mr  EGGSTEIN, 
alternate member,  from  1  July  1978  for tbe  remainder  of the 
latter's term  of  office,  i.e. until 5 April  1979. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
~~~: 
Mr  Luc  DHOORE 
Denmark  ---
Mr  Niels  I~TTHIASEN 
Mr  Holger  LAVESEN 
g~~ 
Mr  GUnter  HARTKOPF 
France 
Mr  r1ichcl  D'ORNANO 
Mr  Frangois  DELMAS 
Ireland  -----
Mr  Sylvester BARRETT 
!1§1-li£ 
Mr  Dario ANTONIOZZI 
Mr  Giorgio  POSTAL 
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Minister for the  Environment 
Minister for the  Environment 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Ministry of Scientific Research 
' ...  ; ... I;~£2~£s:: 
F!lr  J o sy  BARTHEL 
Netherlands:  _"" _______  .. ,..._ 
Mr  L.  GIRJA.A.R 
f.'Ir  D.F.  van  der rliEI 
!I:PJ:~~.J~l!~~~: 
Mr  Kenneth MARES 
Commission:  --------....-
iYlr  Lorenzo. NATALI 
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FLUOROC.ARBONS  IN  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
The  Council  signified its agreement  on  the following 
Resolution on fluorocarbons  in the  environnent: 
"The  problems  of the  effects of fluoroco.rbons  on the· ozone 
layer m1d  of ultraviolet radiation on health cannot be  ignored. 
Insofar as Member  States are  carrying out  research on  these 
problems nationally,  it is desirable that they  should  co-operate 
on a  Community  basis in planning this research and in making 
available and  interpreting the results.  The  Community  of course 
recognizes  the overall co-ordinating role  of UNEP  (United Nations 
Environment  Programme)  in relation to research. 
Immediate  steps  should  be  taken to  encourage all the 
aerosol and plastic foam  industries using chlorofluoro-
carbons  F-11  (Cc1 3
F)  2nd  F-12  (CC1 2F2)  to intensify research 
into alternative products  and  to  :promote  the  development  of 
alternative methods  of application. 
I~nediate steps  should be  taken to  encourage  the 
manufac~trers and users  of  equipment  cont~ining chlorofluoro-
carbons  F-11  and  F-12  to  eliminate the  dische.rge  of these 
compm.mds • 
All appropriate measures  should  be  ta1cen  to  ensu.re  that 
the industry situated vli thin the  Communj_ ty does  not  increase 
its production cap8.city in respect of chlorofluorocarbons F-11 
and F-12. 
In the  second half of  1978  the  effect of fluorocaJ:'bons 
on  the  environment will be  re-ex8J!1L1ed  in the light of the 
information then available with  a  view to arriving at a 
Community  policy.n 
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SUL:PHUR  DIOXITIE  (SO 11 ) 
After taking note  of  a  progress  rc~o~t on  the proposal 
for  a  Directive  on air pollution  caused_  by  sulphur  dioxic_e 
ane_  suspended particulate matter,  the  Cou11_cil  resurnecl  i.ts 
<hscussion of  12  December  and  concentratecl  on  ctefining the 
main questions  s-ti11  to  be  resolved. 
In closinc the  discu:·!sionr  d1.1ring  w~1.:tch  the  Cl.elegations 
were  able  to voic.e  their concern as  regards both  the public 
health aspects  of this proposal  and its effects as far as 
inctustry was  concerned,  the Chairman stressed the  importance 
and urgency  of  an appropriate solution bein.g foi.lllc.  to  the 
problems  of air pollution  CCL\..13Cd  by  sulp~:.ur  Cl.:i.oxiCteQ  He 
instructed the "Permanent  Repre:>.mt:Jti~res Con"Lrni ttee to 
endeavour  to arrive at  a  consensus  in the light of  the  opinions 
expressed during this day?s  discussions. 
UNITED  STATES  TOXIC 
The  Comwil  authorizec,  tr~2  Cor::l:_sc::~_on  to begin 
negotiations with the Unit2Cl_  Sf~~,':.es  of  i'<_l1''3:':'if"!a  in an effort 
to find ways  of  reno>:5.n:a.  ag1'E'P8ent  on  the methoc'ts  of  applying 
·the Toxic  Substances Control Act  to products  from  the 
Community,  and  acto:pted  the negotia.ting directives r·equirea. 
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STATU1ENT  BY  THE  FRENCH  DELEGATION 
The  Council  took note  of a  statement by Hr D'ORNANO,  Head 
of the French  delegation,  regarding detailed examination of 
the  Community  environment policy. 
After referring to his  communication of  12  December  1977, 
which stressed the advisability,  in view of the  increasing 
importance of environmental protection,  of holding more 
frequent,  less formal  and more  political meetings,  of 
strengthening co-operation in matters of prevention,  and of 
drawing up  ~Uropean conventions  on  the quality of life,  the 
Minister outlined tho  essential features of a  European 
policy on  the  environment  and  fran1ework  of life. 
His  statement,  which  emphasized the political aspects 
of the  environment,  covered the prevention of the degradation 
and  the management  of natural resources in the  Co:mmuni ty, 
in particular with a  view to  elaborating an overall policy which 
would  satisfy the  requirements manifesting themselves  amongst 
the peoples  of the Member  States,  while  taking account  of both 
environmental  and  economic  needs. 
Following an  exchange  of views  on this initiative,  the 
President~-in-Office invited the next Presidency to  decide, 
in the light of the  opinions  expressed by the delegations during 
the  exchange  of views,  on  the most  appropriate way  for the 
Council to discuss this subject at its next meeting scheduled 
for December  1978G 
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POLLUTION  OF  THS  SEA  :BY  HYDHOC..:':..£LBONS 
The  Council, 
Referring to  the  declar2,tion of the  E\tropean  CoUc"lcil  of 
7  and  8  April  1978,  d.eo.ling with marine pollution,  in 
lJarticular hy hydrocarbons,  a.r..d  the  need.  to  con:b2:t  this 
pollutiont 
Considering that the  Europe~"l  Courr~u1ities~  Action rrogranmes 
on  the  Envirol11ilent  un:lorline  the necessity of the )rotection 
of marine  waters  to  ensure  that  the  indispensable  ecological 
balances  are preserved; 
Conscious  that marine  pollution by  hyd.rocar1Jo::w  e~::9oses  the 
human  envir_onznent. to  extre,orcU:ialjT  dengers; 
ConsiderinG  tho,t  serious  df.'.:.:1Q.ge  v..ras  co.used  to  tlle  iJ.o.rine 
environment  by  the  Ekofis~[ blow  out  and  by  the  vrr~ecl;:  of 
the  Al:lOco  Cadis; 
Conscious  of the need  to  rei11force  the  efforts l'11dert:?.ken  in 
the  r'ie:::J.iJer  States in orcler to  r:n~ev·en-t  the  accide~1ts to which 
tankers  and  artificial offshore structures  e.re  ex-_Qosed,  and. 
to  combat  the  consequences  of such accicients; 
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Conscious that it is particularly difficult to  control the 
consequences  of these  accidents; 
Is of the  opinion that collaboration with a  view to over-
coming  these difficulties is a  national,  international 
and  Community~level task. 
Is of the  opinion  that  one  of the  aims  of the  Community 
in relation to  environmental protection and the quality 
of life can be  achieved by  a  Community  contribution to 
the  efforts made  by  the Member  States to  prevent  and 
control marine pollution,  in particular by  oil. 
States that the  Community  is ready  to  support the 
co-ordination and  co-operation between Member  States 
initiated under  existing Conventions. 
,_ 
- Considers  that the  establishment  of the  Action Programme 
of the European  Communities  to control and  combat marine 
pollution caused  by  oil,  submitted  to  the Council for 
decision,  is an  effective way  of limiting considerably 
the  above-mentioned dangers  to  the marine  environment. 
- Considers  that the  Commission  should accordingly  submit 
a  periodic  report to the  Council  and  the  European 
Parliament  on  the  level of coastal pollution of 
Member  States caused by  accidental oil-spills.  This 
report should contain mapping  documentation  on  the 
endangered areas which require special protection.  It 
should also contain information  on  the measures  which 
have  been  taken. 
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Consequently  the  Council  ag::ceed  in principle to  ·the  broad 
lines of a  nesolution  regarding an action programn1e  of the 
European  Communities  on  the  control  and  reduction of :pollution 
caused  by oil spills at  sea~ 
The  Council  also  instructeo. the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to pursue  examination of the  CoE1mission proposals 
for 
··  a  decision concluchng the Protocol  to  the  Barcelona Convention 
for the protection of the  I,~ecti terrro1.ean  Sea against pollution, 
of  16  Febl"'U.ary  1976,  concerning co--operation in con:1bating 
pollution by oil and  other hannful  subst&~ces in cases  of 
emergency~ 
a  RecoLll!1endation  conce1ning negotiations by  the 
Europea_11.  Economic  Coimnu_11.i ty with  a  view to its accession to 
the  Bonn  Agreement  of 9  Jt.me  1969  on  co--·operation in dealing 
with pollution of the  North Sea by oil,. 
The  Cou..."lcil  instruct  eo.  the  Pen12.nent  Representatives  Committee 
to  finalize  these  three  proposals  in the light of the discussions 
at  the lJresent  session of the  b'nviromnent  Council  ancl  taking into 
consideration the  Opinj_ons  exj_Jressed  O;'/  the  European Parliament 
and  the  Econo;-nic  a:n.d  Social  Coi!1E1i ttee with  a  view to  the  adoption 
of these  te:~ts at the  Foreign Affairs  Council  on  26  and  27  Ju..11.e  1978  ~ 
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~.7ATERS  CAPABLE  OF  SUPPORTING  FilliSHifTATER  FISH 
The  Council  signified its agreement  on  the Directive  on 
the  quality requirements  for waters  capable  of supporting 
freshwater fish. 
The  Directive is intended to  protect  or  impro,re  freshwaters 
in which fish of the Salmonid  and  CYl:Jrinid  species  can live or 
!!light,  under certain conditions,  be  able to live  .. 
To  this  end,  1'Ie1:1ber  States will designate the waters  to 
which the Directive applies  and will fix limit values  as 
regards certain parameters for those waters  - e.g.  for the 
temperature,  dissolved  oxygen,  ~rmnonium,  phosphorus, 
nitrites,  chlorine,  zinc  and  c:oppe1~.  When  fixing the values 
on  a  national basis,  Kember  States will have  to  cOlilply  1vi th 
tho  man.datory  V8~ues and  endeavour  to respect  the  [:,Uid.e 
values  given in the Directive. 
Taldng  B,S  a  basis the  values  thus  fixed l.'iember  States 
will  draw  u~ progrru1mes  to  reduce pollution of the  Qesignated 
waters within  a  given period.  Subsequently,  the  results 
of the  sampling,  the  methods  of which will  be  settled in 
detail,  will  indicate whether the  values  fixed nationally are 
actually respected;  if they are not,  Liember  States will have 
to  take  appropriate measures. 
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LRRD  CONTENT  OF  PETROL 
The  Council  agreed to  the  Directive  on  the  approximation 
of the  laws  of the  Member  States relating to  the  composition 
of petrol vdth regard to  the  lead content, 
This Directive fixes,  with effect  from  1  January  1981, 
the maximum  permitted lead compound  content of petrol placed 
on  the market at 0 .. 40  g/1.  I1~ember States may  set a  limit 
lower than 0.40 g/l but not lower  than 0 .. 15  g/1. 
However,  provision is made  for derogations: 
in the  case  of Ireland,  V'lhich  is authorized to place  on 
the  market petrol with a  lead content greater than 0.40 g/1, 
without  how~ver exceeding the  current figure  of 0.64 g/1, 
for  a  five-year period commencing  on  1  January  1981; 
in the  event  of a  sudden  change  in the  supply  of crude  oil 
or petroleum products making it difficult for  the 
member  States to apply  the limits  set in the  Directive. 
Any  r;iember  State which has  recourse  to this derogation 
will have  to  inform the  Commission. 
The  Directive furthermore  provides that Member  States 
shall supply  the  Commission  with information  on: 
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developments as  re5ards  systems  to  reduce  the  emission of 
lead and  of any polluting substitutes in  c~~aust gases; 
developments  in the  concentration of lead and polluting 
substitutes in the  atiilos~Jhere  of  European cities and 
their effect  on  public health; 
the  effects  on  energy policy of the various possible 
ways  of  reducing pollution caused  by lead  eurission 
in exhaust  gasese 
The  Comraission v;ill make  a  rGport  on the information 
obtained and,  in the light of the  data collected,  will 
make  suito..ble  proposals where  Conununity  policy on  the 
composition of pe·l;rol  hc..s  to be  supplemented as a  result  • 
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BIRD  CONSERVATION 
Following a  wic1e-ranging discussion of  the proposal for 
a  Directive  on  bird conservation1  there was  broad agreement 
within the Council  on  aLmost· all the  points  which  remainect 
to  be  considered after the Council's proceedings  on 
12  December  1977. 
Having nevertheless  established that a  final period of 
time for thought might lead to  a  solution to the  few  out-
stanC:.ing  problems  - in particular that }JoseCl.  by  the list of 
species for which marketing may  be  permitted - the Council 
agreed to instruct the Permanent Representatives Committee 
to  examine  the  proposal further in an attempt  to reach a 
decision in three weeks'  timea 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
12~?-~iE;lE: 
Mr  Roc;er  DE  WULF 
Denmark:  _  _....... __  ... 
Mr Ivar N,0RGAARD 
Mr  Niels  ERSB¢LL 
§;£.,I.:!£~: 
Otto  Graf  LMillBSDORFF 
France: 
Mr  .Andre  GIRAUD 
Ireland: 
Mr  Ray  BUHKE 
ll~;!;;z: 
Mr  Carlo  DONAT  CATTIN 
~~~~~= 
Mr  Josy  BARTHEL 
State  Secret2.ry, 
Ministry for Economic  Affairs 
r.'Iinister for Commerce 
State Secretar-.t, 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Economic 
Affairs 
Minister for  L~dustry 
Minister of State,. 
Ministry for Industry,  Commerce 
and Energy 
Minister for Il1.dustry,  Trade 
and Craft Trades 
Minister for Energy 
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Netherlands: 
Mr  G.M. V  •  van  A.A.nDE.NTf.J.:  Minister  fol"  Economic  Affai:cs 
Mr  Ton;}r  BEmr  riliniste:c  fo::'  ~:illergy 
Mr  Dickson  MABON  I;~inister of State  for  Enere;y 
Conunission: 
MJ.~  Gui  c.o  BRUI'TNETI  Member 
0 
0  0 
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:CNERGY  SAVING 
The  Council  agreed  to  the  Regulation concerning the 
granting of financial  aid for  energy-saving demonstration 
projects. 
The  object of this Regulation is  to provide  the  Community 
with  an  instrument to encourage  - by  the granting of financial 
aid - the realization of demonstration projects which offer 
a  substantial  improvement  in the  efficiency of energy used 
and  which may  thus  be  of interest to  the  whole  of  the 
Community. 
Decisions  to grant aid will be  taken by  the  Commissionj 
however,  at the request of a  Member  State  the  Council shall 
act  on  the .Commission  decision providing for  the  granting of 
aid  and  shall do  so unanimously  in the  case  of the first 
series  of projects  and  by  a  qualified majority in the  case 
of subsequent projects. 
The  Regulation will come  into force  when  the decision has 
been taken by  the  Commission  or,  in the  case  of  an appeal, 
by  the  Council,  on  the first series of projects  and  following 
adoption of  the Regulation which fixes,  unanimously,  the 
maximum  amount  of  aid to  be  granted under  the  Regulation  and 
in the light of  an  analysis  of projects in this field. 
The  Council  agreed  to  consider these  aspects  of the matter 
at its meeting in December  19781  it noted that the  Commission 
would submit  the necessary proposals  in time  to  enable it to 
do  so. 
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ALTEIDTATIVE  ENEHGY  SOURCES 
The  C01mcil  agreed  to  the  framework  Regulation  on  the 
granting of financial  suppor-~ :for projects  ~o  exploit alternative 
e~ergy sources. 
The  l~e&,1.1lrttion is  ai~1ec: at reducing dependence  8.l1.cl 
di\•ersifyi:nt; the  Cor:rrnuni tyv:;  e~~er::;y  sup}!lies.  It vvill  thus  be 
}~ossi  ble for financial  su.plJort  to  be  granted for demonstration 
:;_Jrojects  ("Co'mnun.it~r projects")  to  exploit  alter-a.o.ti,xe  energy 
sources in the  Comrrruni t;y  which  c&1  be  used  as  a  re:ferene;e  and 
which have prospects  of industrial  and.  commercial  vi8)Jili  ty 
th2.t have  been proven  by  prelj_r;1ine.ry  studies  a11.d  research,.  These 
proj  ectG  ;-::w.y  cover  f  for  exa.n11Jle,  geothermal  fields,  liquefaction 
and  gasification of  solic1  fuels,  solar energy,  vrave  energy, 
tidal energy  m1d  wind  energy. 
The  fra!:!e'.York  Regulatio:..:t.  will  enter into force  vvhen  the 
Council has  C.ecided  on  the :first series  of projects  and  has 
adopted  the  He (>ulati  on laying c1ow:n,  unanimously,  the  maJ~imm1 
runount  for  which provision ia Hade  under the  rele~,:ant 
impler.1enting :S.es'U.lations  221.d  the  corresponding projects or 
progrrunmes. 
The  Council  ac;reed  tha.t  at its li.leeting in Dece!11bcr  1978  it 
would  discuss the  iDpleElenting R.egulo.tions  alre2.cly  before it 
concerning the  geotherrnal sector  and  the liquefaction and 
gasification of solid fuels,  o..11.cl  other imj_Jlementing Regulations 
on solar energ;y,  wave  energy,  tid2  .. 1  energy  and  wind  energy, 
the first series of projects under those  Regulations  and  the 
Hegulation laying down  the  nc::,::Lmm  amount  o:f  aid.  The 
Cormnission vlill  submit  the necessary proposals  i:r.1  due  course., 
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ENERGY  POLICY 
The  Council made  a  thorough  examination of the issues 
arising with regard  to  the  introduction of  a  system  of 
Community  aid for  intra-Community trade in power-station 
coal,  the  definition of  a  Community  approach in the 
refining sector and the introduction of support for  joint 
hydrocarbon-exploration projects;  the deliberations  on 
these matters will be  continued at future meetings  of the 
Energy Council,  on  the understanding that the  problems will 
be  examined in more  detail in the meantime  in the Council's 
preparatory bodies. 
ENERGY  OBJECTIVES  FOR  1985 
After examining certain aspects  of  the preparation 
of  a  Resolution on  energy policy objectives for 1985,  the 
Council  agreed that work  on  this  subject woulc_  be  continued 
in the Permanent Representatives Committee  in the light of 
today's discussions  and  on  the basis  of new  information to 
be  submitted by  certain delegations,  the  aim  ~eing to 
complete  the work  as  soon as  possible  .• 
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JET  PROJECT 
The  Council  adopted the  decision  on  the  establishment 
of the  "Joint European  Torus  (JET)  Joint Underte..king
11
" 
At  the  sg.me  time it adopted  the  amendment  to  the research 
and  training programme  (1976  to  1980)  for  the  European  Atomic 
Energy  Community  in the field of fusion  and  plasma physics 
so as  to include  in it the  JET  project. 
The  project is of the greatest importance  in terms 
of long-term energy  supply..  The  object of the  Joint 
Undertaldng is the  construction,  operation  and  exploitation, 
as part of the  Community  fusion  programme  and  for  the 
benefit of the  participants in this progrrurune,  of a 
large  torus facility of Tokamak  type  and its auxiliary 
facilities in order to  extend  the  para.1:.eter  ra..nge  applicable 
to controiled thermonuclear fusion  experiments up to  the 
conditions  close  to  those needed in a  thermonuclear reactor. 
JET  will  be  constructed at the  seat  of the  Joint 
Undertaking in the United  Kingdom  of Great Britain and 
Northern  Ireland at  Culham~  Oxfordshire. 
The  fin~1cial comn1itment  necessary for  the 
realization - of  the first half of the  construction phase  -
of the  JET  project has been fixed at 102.4  IillJA  for the 
Community,  with  the  host  country and  bodies  associated with 
the  Fusion  Programme  each bearing  1  01b  of the  expenditure. 
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The  number  of staff necessary for  the  construction phase 
has  been put nt approximately  J50,  150  of  whom  will have 
Euratom status,  thus underlining the  Community  ne_ture  of the 
Project. 
The  decisions  adopted  today will  allow the  statutory 
bodies  of the  Joint Undertru(ing  to  take  up  their duties  and 
the project to  enter its operational phase  accordingly. 
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NUCLE&"t  ENERGY 
O.n  the basis of Commission  conununications,  the Council 
.. 
held a  general  exchm15c  of views  on nuclear energy,  tun1ing 
its attention in particular to  the  reprocessing of nuclear 
materials,  radioactive  ''v'aste  and fast breeder reactors. 
Discussion revrJaled the  importance  which the  Community 
attached to  these matters,  particularly with  a  view to 
reducing the  Corrn:1uni t;{' s  dependence in terms  of  energy· 
supply., 
The  CoQ~cil instructed its preparatory bodies  to  proceed 
with an  examination of the  relevant  Commission  communications 
in the light of discussions at the meeting. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cow.1cil  took note  of a  Comrllission  stc:.temcnt  on  the 
Corm;:;uni ty'  s  relations with developing countries  on  energy 
matters  and agreed to  consider this point at a  forthcoming 
Council E1eeting  .. 
0 
0  0 
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F'ollowin<;  a  stater!lcnt by the Netherlands delegation on 
the fixing of  enere,-y  pr~~ccs in the  Community,  the Council 
took  no·t;e  of  informatio':l  f:com  the  Commission that studies 
on the  electricity <:nd  sas sGctors are in progress,  the results 
of which could be  mac1e  lmo':.n  to the Council for its meeting 
scheduled for October. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted in the official lanugages  of the 
Communities 
the Regulations 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2517/69  laying down 
certain measures for re-organizing Community  fruit 
production; 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  on  the  common 
organization of  the market in fruit  and vegetables 
and Regulation  (EEC)  No  2601/69  laying  C'cown  special 
measures  to  encourage  the  processing of  certain 
varieties of  orru1ges; 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  516/77  on  the  common 
organization of  the market  in products  processed 
from fruit  and vegetables; 
- amencUng  Regulation  (EEC)  No  508/78  extending the 
system  of  aid for the  production of  dehydrated 
fodd_er; 
- amending for  the fifth time Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1163776  on  the granting of  a  conversion premium 
in the  wine  sector; 
- the Resolution  on  the  programme  of  work  to  be  carried 
out in the veterinary,  zootechnical and animal  protection 
spheres  and  the  staff required for  such work. 
The  Council also  aC!_opted  in the official languae;es  of 
the Communities,  as regards  seeds  and  seedlings,  the 
Decision  on  the  equivalence  of  the  checks  on  practices 
for the maintenance  of varieties carried out in third 
countries. 
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Fisheries 
As  regards  fisheries,  the  Council  adopted in the 
official languages of the  Communities  the  Regulations 
- laying  down  certain interim measures  for  the  conservation 
and management  of fishery resources  applicable  to vessels 
flying the flag of certain non-member  countries in the 
200  nautical mile  zone  off the  coast  of the  French 
department  of Guyana  for  the  period  1  June  to 
31  December  1978; 
extending certain interim measures  for the  conservation 
and management  of fishery resources  applicable  to veseels 
flying  the flag of Spain,  to  24  June  1978. 
It also  agreed  to  the  extension of the  fishing  arrangements 
applicable to  ships  registered in the  Fa:c~oe  Islands or flying 
the  flag  of Norway  oz'  Sweden,  to 22  June  1978. 
The  Republic  of Djibouti  deposited its instrument of 
acces2ion  to  the  Lome  Convention  on  2  FebJ.~uary 1978,  thereby 
acceding  to  the  Convention.  The  Council  accorc.ingly adopted 
the  texts necessary to  take  account  of this  accession,  both 
for  the purposes  of applying  the Convention  to  the new 
member  ru1.d  for  the  consequent  adjustment  of.the  Decision on 
the association of the  overseas  countries  and territories* 
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The  Council  adopted_  in the  official la:.r1guages  of  i:;he 
Comrmmi ties tho  Directive  on  the co-ordination of laws, 
regulations  and administrative provisions relating to 
Community  co-insurance,  the  substance  of which 1vus  approved 
on  17  April last. 
The  Directive is concerned  vvi th operations  which by 
their nature  or size require  the participation of several 
insurers if they are  to be  guaranteed.  It opens  up  a  greater 
choice  of possible participants in a  co-insurance operation 
by regulating the  conditions  and procedures  by  which  such 
operations  - where  the risk is located within the  Community 
may  be  carried out by  insv~rance undertakings in the  Community  • 
The  Directive  governs  a  number of matters relating to  teclLYJ.ical 
reservest  the  obligation to provide statistics on  Community 
co·~insurance openvtions  and the co-operation of the IIIember 
Statest  supervisory authorities. 
The  Directive provicles  for  some  exceptions  - damage 
a:risj_ng  from nuclear  som~ces or from medicinal products  -
al  thoue;h  d.a.mage  arising from  the latter will be  examined by 
the  Council within five  years in the  ligh-h  of the  experience 
gained in the  implementation of the Directive. 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation opening,  allocating and 
provid.ing for  the  administration of Community  tariff 
preferences for textile products  originating in developing 
countries  and territories. 
This Regulation  extends  for  a  period of six months 
from  1  July 1978  the  existing arrangements  already applicable 
during the  first half of 1978c. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Commw1ities  the Regulation teuporarily suspending the 
autonomous  Common  Customs  Tariff duty for r.1echanically 
propelled aircraft of an  unladen weight  exceeding  15,000  kg 
falling  ~athin subheading  ex  88a02  B II c). 
0 
0  0 
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The  Cou:::1cil  appointee.  r  on  2.  pro:posc.l  fro~1 the 
Italian Gover-ili!.len-G,  :.:r  Guisel)~Je  FABR~TTI, 
30. v  .. 73 
Ufficio  Inten'la~~ionale UIL,  co..s  Alternate ne:-J1ber  of the 
Advisory  Con;mittee  on 3oci2.l Ser;uri  ty for r.iigrant  1'iorkers 
in place of <r  G.  FERIOLI,  Alternate IEenber,  wno  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's term of office, 
v1hich  runs until 7  li'ebru.ary  1979  .. 
The  Colu~cil also  appointed,  on  a  proposal  frow  the 
Italian Gover-nment,  I.'Ir  A."l.tonio  GUTTADAURO  as  l':Iember  of the 
Advisory  Con!:ni ttee on  FreedoB  of :'iovement  for  Workers  in 
l)lace  of r:::r  G.  FEHIOLI,  Eem1Jer,  Yvho  has  resign.ed,  for the 
remainder  of the latter's ter!:il  of office,  which  runs  u.."ltil 
10  October  1979. 
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